
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
  
 

 

 

 

Aqemia and Servier announce AI and quantum physics-driven drug 

discovery collaboration in immuno-oncology 

PARIS, France, December 3rd, 2021 - Aqemia, the next-gen pharmatech company leveraging 

artificial intelligence and quantum physics, and Servier, a global pharmaceutical group,  

announced today that they have entered into a collaboration agreement that will use Aqemia’s 

technology to accelerate the discovery of small molecule therapeutic drug candidates on an 

undisclosed target in immuno-oncology. The agreement includes upfront payments and 

payments for potential milestones from the early-stage discovery and the clinical trials in 

developing the drug candidates resulting from this collaboration. 

This collaboration builds upon a successful pilot initiated in early 2021 by Servier to blind test the unique 

AI, quantum, and statistical physics technologies of Aqemia. 

Aqemia will take responsibility for the AI-based design to deliver optimized molecules that fulfill several 

small molecule design goals. Unlike most AI-based technologies that need experimental data to train 

their algorithms prior to starting the design, Aqemia will tackle the project from the earliest stage of the 

drug discovery by generating its own data with quantum and statistical physics-based calculations. 

Maximilien Levesque, CEO and co-founder of Aqemia, commented, “We are thrilled to initiate this new 
collaboration with Servier, following a successful pilot phase that demonstrated the value brought by 
Aqemia’s team and technology to the rapid discovery of innovative therapeutic molecules.”. He added, 
“Our goal is to find innovative new drugs for many, many diseases at a massive scale, thanks to our 
unique platform, to change the lives of patients, and this collaboration with Servier is an important step 
in this direction.” 
 
“We are delighted to collaborate with Aqemia to accelerate the identification of novel bioactive 
compounds, combining Aqemia's unique AI-driven technology and Servier's expertise in medicinal 
chemistry and computer-aided drug design (CADD),” added Christophe Meyer, Head of Molecular 
Modeling and Chemoinformatics at Servier. “Both teams will work together in a collaborative mindset to 
leverage Aqemia's generative technology and physics-based evaluation of binding free energy to design 
molecules optimized according to multi-criteria design objectives.” 
  
Olivier Nosjean, Head of Open Innovation and Scientific Affairs at Servier R&D concluded, “This 
collaboration with Aqemia is a concrete example of Servier working side by side with a start-up to create 
value for both parties, working jointly to accelerate therapeutic innovation for patients. This collaboration 
is the result of the Start-up @ Servier program, where an initial phase of joint work allows us to carry 
out a key study or pilot application of a technology, before entering into a classic collaboration. This is 
our first application of this Start-up @ Servier model, and we are very happy to see it take shape with 
Aqemia, which is such a promising collaboration.” 
 
--- 

About Aqemia 
Aqemia is a next-gen pharmatech company generating one of the world's fastest-growing drug discovery pipeline. 

Our mission is to design fast innovative drug candidates for dozens of critical diseases. Our differentiation lies in 

our unique quantum and statistical mechanics algorithms fueling a generative artificial intelligence to design novel 
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drug candidates. The disruptive speed and accuracy of our technological platform enables us to scale drug 

discovery projects just like tech projects.  

 
For more information visit us on www.aqemia.com or follow us on LinkedIn. 
 

Aqemia contacts: 

Maximilien Levesque: maximilien.levesque@aqemia.com, +33 6 86 47 05 69 
Emmanuelle Martiano: emmanuelle.martiano@aqemia.com, +33 7 86 96 90 41 
 

About Servier  

Servier is a global pharmaceutical group governed by a Foundation. With a strong international presence in 150 

countries and a total revenue of 4.7 billion euros in 2020, Servier employs 22,500 people worldwide. Servier is an 

independent group that invests over 20% of its brand-name revenue in Research and Development every year. To 

accelerate therapeutic innovation for the benefit of patients, the Group is committed to open and collaborative 

innovation with academic partners, pharmaceutical groups, and biotech companies. It also integrates the patient's 

voice at the heart of its activities, from research to support beyond the pill. 

  

A leader in cardiology, the ambition of the Servier Group is to become a renowned and innovative player in oncology. 

Its growth is based on a sustained commitment to cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, oncology, neuroscience 

and immuno-inflammatory diseases. To promote access to healthcare for all, the Servier Group also offers a range 

of quality generic drugs covering most pathologies More information: servier.com 

 

   

 

 

Servier Media Relations contacts: 

Sonia Marques  : presse@servier.com – Tel. +33 (0)1 55 72 40 21 / + 33 (0)7 84 28 76 13 

Jean-Clément Vergeau : presse@servier.com – Tel. +33 (0)1 55 72 46 16 / +33 (0)6 79 56 75 96 
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